Call for Papers for a Special Issue on

Epistemic Cognition in History
Educational psychologists around the globe have investigated epistemic cognition using
various perspectives and concepts, such as epistemological beliefs, epistemic
performance, or epistemic cognition (e.g., Barzilai & Chinn, 2018; Hofer, 2016; Hofer &
Pintrich, 1997). In the discipline of history, scholars have also discussed epistemological
issues and questions for a long time (e.g., Collingwood, 1946; Lorenz, 2011). Since the
1980s, a growing body of new research has applied psychological methods to examine the
epistemological conceptions, beliefs or thinking of students and teachers of history (e.g.,
Barzilai & Weinstock, 2015; Lee & Ashby, 2000; Wineburg, 1991).
Epistemological conceptions in history are of importance because it is widely understood
that historical thinking and learning bear some relation to learners’ epistemological beliefs
and conceptions of history (e.g., Körber & Meyer-Hamme, 2015; van Boxtel & van Drie,
2018). Several studies have shown an interdependency between the teachers’
epistemological beliefs, their teaching, and their students’ performances. Furthermore,
several theoretical models of epistemological conceptions in history have been published
and internationally discussed (cf. VanSledright & Maggioni, 2016).
This special issue will bring together different approaches to the study of epistemic
cognition in history and provide a venue for the most current research results from various
communities of history education research around the globe.
In our special issue we use epistemic cognition in history, following Hofer (2016), to
integrate the various phenomena mentioned above (e.g., epistemological beliefs, concepts,
performance) that may be involved while learning and teaching history.
We therefore call for papers which deal with the questions along three research
dimensions:
The theoretical dimension of epistemic cognition in history
• How is historical knowledge and knowing currently discussed in the theory or philosophy
of history?
• How are historical knowledge and knowing modelled from the perspective of educational
psychology and the didactics of history?
• Which epistemological concepts and goals should history teaching pursue? Why?
The empirical dimension of epistemic cognition in history
• What epistemological beliefs or concepts do students have?
• What epistemological beliefs or concepts do future and experienced history teachers or
history mediators have?
• How do experts, history teachers, mediators of history, students, or pupils use
epistemological constructs in different contexts (e.g. in teaching, in research, in public
presentations, in research tasks, etc.)?
• What importance do epistemological beliefs and concepts have for historical thinking in
relation to other aspects of historical thinking, such as skills, background knowledge,
etc.?

•
•
•

Which connections between epistemological constructs and other constructs (e.g.
teaching-learning beliefs, historical thinking skills / historical knowledge) can be
empirically examined and modelled?
How can the development of scientific epistemological beliefs and concepts be promoted
among students (e.g. through interventions in the classroom)? Which effects can be
empirically identified?
How can the development of scientific epistemological beliefs and concepts be promoted
among prospective and experienced teachers (e.g. through interventions/study
concepts)? Which effects can be empirically identified?

Pragmatic dimension of epistemic cognition in history
• How might the development of more sophisticated scientific epistemological beliefs and
concepts be practically promoted among students in ordinary classroom settings?
• What practical interventions have been attempted in teaching epistemological
conceptions in history? How were they designed, why, and with what results?
• How has the development of been promoted more sophisticated epistemological beliefs
and conceptions be promoted among future and experienced teachers? How were these
approaches designed, why, and with what results?

We invite you to submit an abstract of 500 words by February 16, 2020 to
Professor Christian Mathis at: christian.mathis@phzh.ch

Abstracts accepted: March 31, 2020.
Full papers due: September 30, 2020
Reviews completed by March 30, 2021
Revisions due by June 30, 2021.
Publication of special issue is expected: September 2021.

The editorial team
- Dr. des. Martin Nitsche, School of Education FHNW, Switzerland
- Dr. Christian Mathis, Zurich University of Teacher Education, Switzerland
- Dr. Kevin O’Neill, Simon Fraser University, Canada
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